The linear one-tum map of a storage ring contains coupling information on which a correction algorithm can be based. In principal, the one-tum mamx can be fitted from turn-by-turn data of beam position monitors after a kick was applied. However, the so obtained coupling information often sinks into the noise floor. The signal-to-noise ratio of the coupling information can be greatly enhanced by fitting maps for larger turn numbers N, equal to half the beat period. With the so obtained N-turn map an automated global coupling correction is possible without the need for a tune change. This is demonstrated for the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider where the algorithm is implemented for operational use at injection.
INTRODUCTION
Linear coupling [I-31 can make it impossible to set tunes to values close to the coupling resonance Q. = Qv. These tunes are desirable since the resonance density in this area is low. A widely used method to measure global linear coupling, is to move the tunes until the minimum tune separation AQmi, = IQ. -is reached [I]. A coupling correction is then performed by scanning skew quadrupole corrector settings to minimize 4Qmin. Tlus approach is slow, can lead to beam losses, and cannot be practically applied during an energy ramp. The decoupling method presented here overcomes all these shoacomings. It is based on N-turn maps, fitted from tum-by-turn data after a transverse kick was applied. Based on fitted N-tum maps the minimum tune approach 4Qm,, and skew corrector settings to minimize this quantity can be obtained without a tune change. The algorithm lends itself to full automation and allows a coupling correction within seconds. An implementation at RHIC is shown.
MATRIX DESCRIlTION
We denote by 2' = (z, z', y, v ' )~ the Cvector with the positions and slopes at a certain observation point in the ring (see Fig. 1 ). The.linear one-turn map M transforms the 4-vectOrP at turn i into the 4-vector at turn i + 1 to a machine that is almost globally decoupled at any other observation point [3] .
We denote by For weak coupling, the largest elements of the mavices B and C can be more than an order of magnitude smaller than those of the mahices A and D. We now consider a Nturn map and chose the turn number N such that the values of the sub-matrices BN and CN in the multi-turn map In a test the AQmin computed from the N-turn maps was compared with the 4Qmin obtained by bringing the tunes together [5] . Good agreement could be demonstrated over a AQ range sufficiently large to cover operation (both RHlC tunes are kept between 0.2 and 0.25).
As an example for a coupling measurement and correction we show the first test of the algorithm in operation, performed in the RHIC Blue ring with deuteron beam. In Fig. 2 
SUMMARY
A method for global coupling measurement and correction is presented that is based on N-turn maps fitted from turn-by-turn heam position data. N is chosen so as to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the coupling information. By using more than two monitors per plane the robustness is increased and the effect of random errors in beam position monitors is ameliorated. No tune change is needed for either the measurement or the correction. The method is implemented for operation as part of the injection optimization application at RHIC. It allows a global coupling correction within seconds after the turn-by-turn data are acquired. The method may be used in situations other than injection, when tun-by-turn data of free beam oscillations can he acquired.
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